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   ajdigitalfocus @DCTH Really great DCTH tonight; I enjoyed it immensely. Please 
follow for more <3 #DCTH -8:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz Thanks for the great designers chat. This week's was outstanding. #dcth -

8:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns RT @t_kawai: @DCTH Woot! Thanks Chad for another week of 
being a great host! #dcth *Seconded. Thanks Chad! -8:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @DCTH yes thanks man! you rock! #dcth -8:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Don't worry if you asked us a Q and you didn't see it. We save them and ask 
them next week. Thanks to all! A PDF will be up soon. #dcth -8:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @DCTH Woot! Thanks Chad for another week of being a great host! #dcth -

8:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH If we are not following you send us a @reply and we will change it. :) Also 
after party at http://tinychat.com/designtalk #dcth -8:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai same! #dcth -8:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold Woot! #dcth -8:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Ladies and Gentleman, we have hit the 8:30pm time. I thank everyone for 
coming! Amazing chat. #dcth -8:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Ooooh! I just use an Excel spreadsheet for that. haha #dcth -

8:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @seebrowntweet g'nite #DCTH -8:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz CRM Customer Relationship Management software ... as in who called them 
last and what did they say to them? did they buy anything? #dcth -8:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q11 #dcth I also just use Google Spreadsheets because I like it plain 
http://docs.google.com #dcth -8:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   mikeconaty @t_kawai Customer Relationship Management... keeps track of contacts 
between you and customer (email, phone, meetings, etc.) #DCTH -8:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q11 Nope, don't need one just yet. #DCTH -8:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   hollyhagen agree w/ @GenOneStudios seperate stylesheet is a must! but then 
again, like others, I've stopped supporting IE6 #dcth -8:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka DCTH #Q11 I just recently tried Fat Free CRM - Ruby On Rails-based 
open source CRM platform http://www.fatfreecrm.com/ #dcth -8:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q11 Sorry… No clue what a CRM is… #dcth -8:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   Serjeniu RT @maddisondesigns: @dcth #Q10 I use the iepngfix.htc method to fix 
for ie6 http://bit.ly/1ULy5Q #dcth -8:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet Peace out, #dcth! Great chat -8:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @dcth #Q10 I use the iepngfix.htc method to fix for ie6 http://bit.
ly/1ULy5Q #dcth -8:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios #Q10 I *ALWAYS* use a separate style sheet for IE6. especially f 
there are floats or boxes that need pixel perfect margins&paddings. #dcth -8:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @sethetter Yep, that's what I do. I stopped supporting it (unless clients 
wants me to for more $) a few months back. #dcth -8:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @GenOneStudios you betcha! #DCTH -8:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q11 (@bccreative) I'd like to know if anyone's using a CRM app like Highrise 
or free like Zoho | Highrise here: http://bit.ly/WVMol #dcth -8:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @dambold screensaver....lol! #DCTH -8:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   hollyhagen #Q10 I love the Dean Edwards' IE7.js. It fixes a lot! http://bit.ly/uGaz 
#dcth -8:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios RT @madysondesigns: Haha, mention IE6 and everyone turns 
hostile! ---it's universal! #dcth -8:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   sethetter @t_kawai #Q10 Couldn't agree more, haha. Attaching an "if IE6" 
stylesheet to display a simple UPGRADE YOUR BROWSER message is nice, ha #dcth -8:24 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Think we got the IE6 worked out. Its evil moving on! :) (don't want to 
dampen the mood) #dcth -8:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai Bill Gates. Only. Wait, no. He probably has a Mac and uses 
Safari. #dcth -8:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty #Q10 Box model issues mostly... I usually wind up writing separate 
CSS for IE6 & 7, just so I don't muck up anything for everyone else #DCTH -8:24 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns Haha, mention IE6 and everyone turns hostile! #dcth -8:24 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet I hate Microsoft, period. Has anyone tried working with a client and 
Office Live? Shoot me. #dcth -8:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz #q10 iepngfix by TwinHelix #dcth -8:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @dambold Haha, I don't think there's a single person that actually enjoys 
IE6. :P #dcth -8:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   sethetter #DCTH #Q10 I actually use a fix I found as a Coda Clip, from http://www.
coda-clips.com -8:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios Hmmm...I don't think I hate IE6 as much as some of you :-D #dcth -

8:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH #Q10 IE6 adds extra couple of px to div margins/padding, 
so I leave extra room on floated divs #dcth -8:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @JohnBunka LoL /agreed #DCTH -8:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai #Q10 I hate IE. Everything. EV-ER-Y-THING. #dcth -8:22 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @t_kawai #Q10 "Stop supporting IE6" Hear Hear. #DCTH -8:22 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q10 #dcth IE6 is going to ruin this too! #dcth -8:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai #Q10 Stop supporting IE6. :) #dcth -8:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @DCTH Usually just box model. I avoid using both margin and 
padding. Or I just don't care enough to fix it. #dcth -8:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dandenney Woohoo! Sharing a #DCTH question with @nikibrown -8:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet Q10: unitpngfix #dcth & seriously, thx for all the answers. :) -8:21 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix @hollyhagen that's funny. I find myself doing dishes sometimes too... still 
talking to myself though. #dcth #q9 -8:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx #Q10 Don't use IE. #DCTH -8:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @artrox True, but you have to admit it can also be a distraction! 
#dcth -8:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz #q9 Get off computer, pull out a blank sheet of paper & doodle - redraw - 
rediagram #dcth -8:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @BurielWebwerx I think you can buy a screensaver with fish. haha. #dcth -

8:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q10 via @nikibrown: What are some of the most common IE6 or ie7 issues 
and how do you avoid them? Pt. #2 #dcth -8:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix @michelletrevino framework or not… it's still javascript. Same with Code 
Igniter, it's still php. Agreed on change of thought process. #dcth -8:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @dambold @paperdoll Wow… Some messed up world we live in… #dcth -8:19 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q10 (@dandenney) What IE6 PNG fix does everyone use? (Issue I had this 
week) PT. #1 #dcth -8:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   sethetter @hollyhagen I do as well. At most I keep some music playing, but getting 
my eyes off the screen is a must to recharge. #DCTH -8:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q10 Double Pronged IE6 PNG question. Should be easy :) #dcth -8:18 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 
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   seebrowntweet Thanks for all the Q9 feedback, everyone! I guess I'd better go run 
in place in the shower with a fishbowl and reread the client notes.#dcth -8:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll @t_kawai you can read about one example on Mashable: http://bit.
ly/2hmKxL #dcth -8:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai absolutely, it's more important than ever to be careful about 
talking about other ppls businesses. #dcth -8:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @iamtiff agreed. #DCTH -8:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q9 Shower works every time. #dcth -8:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff Okay gotta go and get dinner ready... peace out homies! #dcth -8:17 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   hollyhagen #Q9 I actually like to wash dishes. Only time when my mind completely 
blanks, added bonus to me for cleaning at the same time #dcth -8:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @cjgraphix "Stare into my fish tanks and talk to myself" I wish I had 
fish. #DCTH -8:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx #Q9 Chess.com is always good as well. :) #DCTH -8:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff @GenOneStudios #Q9 yes they are very stressful, but they come with the 
territory. Gotta learn to deal, right? #dcth -8:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #Q9 #DCTH Stare into my fish tanks and talk to myself. -8:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx #Q9 Seriously...read over the initial meeting & client requirements. 
Force my mind to think about helping the client's business. #DCTH -8:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz @JoannSondy @GenOneStudios googled 'make my logo bigger' & found this 
youtube http://is.gd/2COrj It's hilarious. Thanks for the laugh #dcth -8:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios #Q9 I find creative blocks hard to manage. very stressful. #dcth -

8:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q9 take a shower, go for a run do something short that completely makes 
your forget what your doing. #dcth -8:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   artrox Why sad? I get awesome inspiration from tweet stream RT 
@madysondesigns: RT @iamtiff: #Q9 go on twitter *haha sad but true! #dcth -8:14 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q9 StumbleUpon + Twitter + that bookmarks folder I have saved up 
of all these "50 good examples of _____" posts from Twitter #DCTH -8:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   hollyhagen #Q9 wow seems like everyone likes to be on twitter when they are 
having designer's block. i like to unplug #dcth -8:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q9 #dcth Get out of my office. Go for a hike and the brainstorming 
naturally happens. -8:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @dambold Really? Didn't know that was happening… More reason not to 
manage some businesses' accounts. #dcth -8:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @JoannSondy @alexheizer Have a good night guys! #dcth -8:14 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q9 give myself a mental reset. Unplug, get away and get my mind to 
focus on something else. Then go back fresh and refocused! #dcth -8:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   sethetter @DCTH #Q9 Quite simply, I take a nap. No better way to take your mind 
off of things than to shut it down for a bit. #DCTH -8:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q9 Nice glass of wine, good music, and being away from the computer for 
a while to recharge. #dcth -8:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   OfficeHax RT @dcth: #Q9 (@seebrowntweet) What do you do when you're having a 
total creative block and you're on a deadline? #dcth *steal... -8:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @iamtiff: #Q9 go on twitter lol *haha sad but true! #dcth -8:13 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @DCTH #Q9 Twitter for an hour. #DCTH -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll Can I convince my parents to let me eat in my room so I don't miss out 
on the rest of this awesome chat? Wish me luck! #dcth -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @DCTH @t_kawai #Q8 especially when people are suing each other over 
stupid tweets. Haha. #dcth -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff #Q9 go on twitter lol #dcth -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai @JoannSondy Great meeting ya, and hope to see you around next week! 
#dcth -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q9 Take a break and go outside - Nature always breaks my boundaries 
& gives me new inspiration. #dcth -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @vbdietz Yes...you would need to be very careful on what you tweet 
on their behalf. #DCTH -8:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @alexheizer Night Alex! #dcth -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @dambold You should charge by the character. :P #dcth -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino RT @vbdietz: Q#8 sounds like asking for trouble - especially if you 
tweet something that garners bad publicity - Great point #dcth -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q9 Have you already tried to go do something totally unrelated and 
let the ideas come to you? #DCTH -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #DCTH Thank you everyone for making me feel right at home. Catcha 
next week. -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai RT @vbdietz: Q#8 sounds like asking for trouble - especially if you tweet 
something that garners bad publicity *Exactly! #dcth -8:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @alexheizer good night! #dcth -8:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz Q#8 sounds like asking for trouble - especially if you tweet something that 
garners bad publicity #dcth -8:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @DCTH #Q8 absolutley not. But that's my business practice. Unless I 
charge per tweet. It's too much of a giant mess. #dcth -8:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @dcth #q8 I wouldn't. To me, twitter is something more personal. 
Either your own acct or your own business. I wouldn't tweet 4 others #dcth -8:10 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q9 (@seebrowntweet) What do you do when you're having a total creative 
block and you're on a deadline? #dcth -8:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer RT @michelletrevino: #q8 I would never do it. Wait, how much are they 
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offering? ;) lmao #Dcth -8:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @GenOneStudios Google "Make my logo bigger" so funny you'll be 
ROFLYAO #dcth -8:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @michelletrevino Probably not enough… haha #dcth -8:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff RT @fuelcreativity: #Q8...it also just seems like it would be a huge pain. - 
agreed #dcth -8:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q8 ...assuming Twitter is around that long, of course. #dcth -8:09 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q8 Yes and No depending on what the company does, Cotweeting 
would be easier #dcth -8:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Night everyone. This was a great chat! Thanks peeps! #Dcth -8:09 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @artrox #Q8 "provided you use right identity..." True! #DCTH -8:08 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q8...it also just seems like it would be a huge pain. #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino #q8 I would never do it. Wait, how much are they offering? ;) #dcth 

-8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q8 I could see running it for a while to get them off the ground. But its not 
them if you do it for ever. People want them not u. #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff #Q8 I probably would not since I am not truly a part of the company and 
can't really tweet about the ins and outs. #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q8 Not in a million years. #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @JoannSondy I see that too, and it's frankly a little annoying. I 
often unfollow one account. #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios I knew it was out there LOGO CREAM :-D! #dcth -8:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q8 The other issue they came up with was payment - would you get 
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paid by the hour to read Twitter or by the # of tweets? #DCTH -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @alexheizer I'll be checking tomorrow, don't you worry about 
that :D #dcth -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios RT @ajdigitalfocus: #Q5 obligatory link to http://
makemylogobiggercream.com #dcth -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @bccreative night! Nice chatting #Dcth -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q8 NO!! It is their responsibility to establish their online identity 
through social media. I wouldn't want to take that on. #dcth -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   artrox Q#8 yes manage account, works OK provided you use right identity when 
you send tweets using tweet deck or similar! #dcth -8:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @bccreative Nice chatting with you. :) #dcth -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @maddisondesigns tonight! I promise! Lol #Dcth -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q8 I see personal/corporate accounts that are just mirrors of one 
another. Which keeps me from using my corp ID. #DCTH -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q8 If they manage it, they run into problems like the Whole Foods 
CEO blabbing. #DCTH -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @DCTH I wouldn't do it unless I was really close with the company and 
knew them inside n out. #dcth -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q8 If we manage it, we don't know the client's vision for his 
company, etc. #DCTH -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll @JoannSondy Yes and No. I recommend this animated icon video on the 
History of the Internet http://vimeo.com/2696386 #dcth -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q8 They brought this up in #edcth as well. I think there are 
arguments for both sides. #DCTH -8:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @DCTH #Q8 if the business was something I was interested in, 
definitely. If not, then I'd ask a ton of questions to get some insight #DCTH -8:06 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC #Q8 I'm not a fan of that. But never say never. #dcth -8:05 PM Aug 
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27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @alexheizer Haha. yeah, you promised you'd fix that up. I'm still 
waiting!!! ;-) #dcth -8:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   meebits RT @alexheizer RT @michelletrevino: Jquery is the new rotating skull 
animated gif. Lmao #Dcth -8:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @kristofcreative From your lips... Us video guys keep hearing about 
that. :-) #DCTH -8:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative later kids... I'm gonna look some of you up and follow later G'nite 
(rotating skulls – LOL!) #dcth -8:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @paperdoll I thought internet (www) was used by war/defense dept to 
communicate w/ staff around world #Q7 #dcth -8:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer RT @michelletrevino: Jquery is the new rotating skull animated gif. Lmao 
#Dcth -8:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @michelletrevino Hey! nothing wrong with rotating skulls! ;-) 
#dcth -8:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q8 (@divinefusion:) Would you ever manage a client's company Twitter 
account? Good? Bad? #dcth -8:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai RT @dambold: #Q7 the internet started as a computer science experiment, 
it will transform finally into a UI design-based organism. #dcth -8:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @maddisondesigns another jab at my too-short Twitter background??? 
Lol #Dcth -8:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx RT @dambold the internet started as a computer science 
experiment, it will transform finally into a UI design-based organism. #DCTH -8:03 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @adammccombs Will do! Night Adam. #dcth -8:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff @michelletrevino don't forget the almighty animated flame lol #dcth -8:03 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q7 @michelletrevino ROFL @ "rotating skull animated gif" #DCTH -

8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   GenOneStudios RT @DCTH: RT @thedayafter: #Q5 SWISS 
MODERNISM FOR THE WIN!!! #dcth -- No logo cream needed? :-D -8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q7 Integration of more video, biger video and augmented reality. 
#dcth -8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll RT @dambold: #Q7 the internet started as a computer science 
experiment, it will transform finally into a UI design-based organism. #dcth -8:02 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @adammccombs done! I'm all for the eCommerce panel #DCTH -8:02 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold #Q7 the internet started as a computer science experiment, it will 
transform finally into a UI design-based organism. #dcth -8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GeePawHill @cjgraphix fella asks an elder fella does he believe in full-body baptism. 
he says, 'believe it? hell, i've seen it.' #dcth -8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q7 Didn't I read a post today about designing for high def screens? 
You guys are already thinking about it #DCTH -8:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @JoannSondy Nice! Awesome to see other Michiganders around here. :) 
#dcth -8:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer RT @bccreative pfft... designers are overrated anyway :-O YEAH U 
HEARD ME lol. No comment here! #Dcth -8:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Jquery is the new rotating skull animated gif. #dcth -8:01 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @viewinside I didn't know someone wrote a book about #DCTH. 
Wow, already? #dcth -8:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @AnneLikesRed G'nite! #dcth -8:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs Hey Guys, I'm out to dinner with my wife. It's been fun! Vote for my 
#sxsw panels: http://bit.ly/S3HG0 & http://bit.ly/iXuwN #dcth -8:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer RT @michelletrevino: Illustrators = uberdesigners ;) awww... thankies! 
#Dcth -8:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #dcth (oops) that's all for me tonite. Thanks for the interesting 
convo! -8:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   bccreative @JoannSondy Ossum! #Q4 Bring cookies and you're in!! #dcth -8:00 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @dcth #Q7 More people are starting to make use of the extra real 
estate available on bigger screens. eg. bigger imagery, wider designs #dcth -8:00 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   viewinside Preview Book "Beyond the Desktop Metaphor" @MITpress http://bit.ly/
cvVgO #books #hci #usability #accessibility #design #ux #uidesign #DCTH -8:00 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @t_kawai Yes, I do. Just put you on my list! Welcome #dcth -8:00 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #dcth that -7:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q7 TYPO3 CMS & jquery #dcth -7:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff RT @michelletrevino: Illustrators = uberdesigners ;) - yessir! #dcth -7:59 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @bccreative I'd like to; I still need to make contact. Photo of shop is a 
log cabin in the woods! #Q4 #dcth -7:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @alexheizer pfft... designers are overrated anyway :-O YEAH U HEARD 
ME #dcth -7:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity RT @DCTH: I heard #Q6 was sick anyway..... he's fakin! #dcth -7:59 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q7 Custom everything, pushing the limits of what we could do before. 
Pressing tech into submission. #dcth -7:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   andysowards @cjgraphix @t_kawai :-O You can't forget about the Liger! - LOL Don't 
hassle the hoff! #dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q7 In addition to the light effects, I'd say 3D/perspective - very 
subtly thrown in there as well. #DCTH -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Illustrators = uberdesigners ;) #dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Q7 jquery, jquery, JQUERY! Me likey #Dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai RT @getwreckt: RT #Q7 Im loving all the Jquery goodness in web design. 
*Me too! #dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q7 JQuery! #dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll RT @fuelcreativity: #Q7 More of an open focus on web typography. 
*Definitely agree! And I love the incorporation of large type! #dcth -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dandenney #Q7 larger text, typography-based layouts, hand-drawn elements 
#DCTH -7:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @JoannSondy Wait, Traverse City MI? You a fellow MI designer? #dcth -7:57 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q7 More of an open focus on web typography. #dcth -7:57 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   thedayafter #Q7 Honestly I just see a careful refinement in print. The cutting edge 
is web, and that's honestly not for me. #dcth -7:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @bccreative thank you. I just meant I have no god-like designer skillz! ;) 
#Dcth -7:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DesignRT RT: #Q7 Light Effects in Web Design. and jQuery. #dcth http://bit.
ly/9x18M -7:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty #Q6 Once... but i felt bad afterward. #DCTH -7:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   getwreckt RT #Q7 I'm loving all the Jquery goodness in web design. #dcth -7:56 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @JoannSondy Will you get to play there someday? #Q4 #dcth -7:56 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q7 Light Effects in Web Design. and jQuery. #dcth -7:56 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff A moment of silence for Q6... #dcth -7:56 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @cjgraphix Good code is good code, whether it's HTML or PHP, etc. 
Good coding standards should always be strived for. #dcth -7:56 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   iamtiff #Q7 I'm loving all the Jquery goodness in web design. #dcth -7:56 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   cjgraphix @andysowards @t_kawai #dcth. Don't make me call the Hoff! -7:56 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q6 I feel so bad for thee. #DCTH -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @bccreative There's a shop near #TraverseCity that does handmade 
books called Deep Woods Press #Q4 #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @michelletrevino the Q was for designers. I just wanted to feel 
included! ;) I love your work I wish I could do it #Dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Do to me being a silly-face tonight we are moving from Q5 to Q7. I heard 
#Q6 was sick anyway...... #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @andysowards I tried turtles once, thought I'd set a trend...turns, 
out. Not so much with the turtle love on the www #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @t_kawai: #Q7 Two words… CSS 3. *me too! #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Hey, I go big. That's how I roll. :) haha #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   t_kawai @andysowards Hahaha! Forgot about the Liger! #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @michelletrevino @alexheizer – Right "just" an illustrator? You're a god, 
my friend :] #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q7 Two words… CSS 3. #dcth -7:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC If it's not a flying horse aka pegasus, it doesn't count. #dcth -7:54 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @t_kawai Isn't that like skipping double-dog-dare and going straight to 
triple-dog dare? Bad form Tomo. :-D #DCTH -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll @DCTH What about Q6? #dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   andysowards @t_kawai @cjgraphix ManBearPig !? What about a Liger!? #dcth -7:54 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   npaolinelli RT @kristofcreative: #Q3 I don't think any designer is ever completely 
happy with their work. We all strive to do better. #dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamtiff @dambold yay! I'm not alone:) #dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #DCTH Jeffery Zeldman @zeldman and Eric Meyer @meyerweb have 
inspired me the most. Web Standards should be a style! #Q5 -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q7 (@robbmajor) What are some trends you're noticing at the leading edge 
of #design that you're really starting to fall in love with? #dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @mikeconaty I have ponies in all my work. They ride on the unicorns I 
also put in #Dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q7 is coming up and its along the same lines so keep on keeping on with 
this awesome convo! #dcth -7:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @cjgraphix And I'll see your unicorn and raise you a ManBearPig. #dcth -

7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @alexheizer Just an illustrator? I wish I could draw. Well, I can but 
it looks bad. #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @dambold I so agree. #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @iamtiff lol welcome. I'm late too! #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @JoannSondy have you found a local letterpress shop yet? #Q4 #dcth -

7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   andysowards @madysondesigns @DCTH I like unicorns better than ponies, but 
whatever floats your boat :) #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll RT @DCTH: #Q5 HUGE logos, flashing text, glitter and rainbows oh yea, 
and ponies. *Let's not forget busy backgrounds! #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy Flagged in my browser waiting to be read is interview with Jim Gaines 
over at @FLYPmedia. Excellent magazine #DCTH -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai @iamtiff Better late than never! :) #dcth -7:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @madysondesigns Ah drats, I missed Q2 since I was eating dinner. #dcth -

7:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @cjgraphix: #DCTH @DCTH Ill see your pony and raise you a 
pink unicorn! *Haha FTW! #dcth -7:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @DCTH Name one designer that DOESN'T include ponies... I thought 
that was a given. #DCTH -7:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @madysondesigns I'm allergic to that type of people #Dcth -7:52 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   iamtiff Wow I am beyond late #dcth -7:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @t_kawai And that was the basis for my suggestion of #Q2 :) 
#dcth -7:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @JoannSondy What is a book but black text on white background? 
That's what I mean by being influenced by reading. #dcth -7:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold Minimalism is necessary for the influx of information now available. The 
more ornate designs are for the lesser info-rich projects. #dcth -7:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q5 obligatory link to http://makemylogobiggercream.com #DCTH -

7:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #DCTH @DCTH I'll see your pony and raise you a pink unicorn! -7:51 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   bccreative @DCTH LOL!! i almost fudged my undies! #Q5 #dcth -7:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @JoannSondy No, minimalism: "work is stripped down to its most 
fundamental features" http://cli.gs/8BZTG3 #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @madysondesigns haha YES! "but we can put our logo really BIG right 
here!" #DCTH -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH #Q5 I've always liked the clean/minimalist style as well. 
Did my first "grungy" looking site only recently #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai @madysondesigns I do too. At that point, its about being able to convince 
them its the right direction… Which can be tough. #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @DCTH Of course ponies! I always try to integrate ponies into my 
designs! #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @dambold sweet! #DCTH -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino #Q5 I love the look of a good Pennysaver ad. j/k #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   thedayafter @DCTH Hey you just described 99% of all AOL web pages in the 
1990's. #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative Oops... #Q5 De Stijl #dcth -7:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix .@GeePawHill #dcth that's like saying you don't believe in web 
standards... you don't have to use them, but you can't say they don't exist. -7:49 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns Being into minimalism I run into problems with certain people who 
seem to be allergic to white space :) #dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka RT @michelletrevino @t_kawai: #Q5 Definitely Japanese minimalism 
and the Swiss type style. Love clean/simple designs- so true! #dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q5 Also functional installations like Tim Hawkinson's. I LOVE to make 
stuff work. #dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q5 HUGE logos, flashing text, glitter and rainbows oh yea, and ponies. 
#dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative #Q4 De Stijl #dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai RT @adammccombs: #Q5 Swiss will always and forever play a major part 
in my design. They got it right. *Straight up! #dcth -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thisaac #Q5 Focus. No multi-tasking. Focus is the best thing for my productivity. 
#DCTH -7:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @dandenney There's nothing inherently wrong with that, the 
principles behind it are still valid. People just overdo the eye candy. #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   GeePawHill @cjgraphix oh my. i don't actually believe in those things encased in the 
word 'objective'. (i know that's contradictory.) #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q5 Lens flares and rainbow gradients… </sarcasm> #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   dambold @BurielWebwerx Every office i've had I'v had the Wave off Kanagawa 
poster by Hokusai. It never ceased to get a reaction from people. #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q5 Frank Lloyd Wright, Mondrian, Picasso. Simple, structured, and 
functional. I know, Picasso doesn't fit any of those ;) #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Q5 is "Waterhouse" a style...? Lol #Dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q5 Pop Art. Andy Warhol & Roy Lichtenstein for sure. I love bright & 
bold colors. #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH RT @thedayafter: #Q5 SWISS MODERNISM FOR THE WIN!!! #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   adammccombs #Q5 Swiss will always and forever play a major part in my design. 
They got it right. #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty #Q5 3-words: Charles Rennie Mackintosh #DCTH -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Always been minimalist. Content is king and it drives the function of the 
piece. No function/readability = bad #dcth -7:48 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q5 SWISS MODERNISM FOR THE WIN!!! #dcth -7:47 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @MillerMosaicLLC Minimalist.... load of white space! #Q5 #DCTH -7:47 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative #Q% Bauhaus, definitely #dcth -7:47 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka The #dcth is excellent tonight: http://tinyurl.com/dbj7oa -7:47 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   madysondesigns #Q5 I am also of the clean/minimalist style. I see complex or 
intricate designs and wish I could do something like that. #dcth -7:47 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   dandenney #Q5 (whispers the cliche very quietly) Web 2.0 :-) #DCTH -7:46 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @dambold Ukiyo-e...nice! #DCTH -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix .@GeePawHill #dcth good design is subjective. good design principals 
however are not. If you gather those through experience you are better. -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @seebrowntweet Mmmm Bauhaus… They're collection is amazing! #dcth -

7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q5 Minimalism - clean and simple designs are so appealing. 
Everything else is meh... #DCTH -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino RT @t_kawai: #Q5 Definitely Japanese minimalism and the Swiss 
type style. Loooove clean/simple designs.- Same here!! #dcth -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Q4 bauhaus, Japanese woodblock & manga. But I'm just an illustrator 
#Dcth -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold #Q5 Also a huge huge HUGE fan of Japanese Woodblock Prints (Ukiyo-e) 
#dcth -7:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @designosophy see ya Mike. #DCTH -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC #Q5 A lifetime love of reading gave me a minimalist design 
aesthetic. #DCTH -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold Whoops #Q5 #dcth -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet #Q5: My undergrad taught really clean, bauhaus, so its challenging 
to design anything crazy, like east coast style. #dcth -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @ajdigitalfocus The grass is always greener and all. When I did 
web, I wanted more print. Now I do print, want to do more web. #dcth -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q4 Print is too static for me anymore. The Internet had ruined me. 
#dcth -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q5 Definitely Japanese minimalism and the Swiss type style. Loooove 
clean/simple designs. #dcth -7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   t_kawai @dambold Haha I hear ya. I was MIA from twitter the past few days. #dcth 

-7:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @DCTH studying the whole of art history gives a great balance of ideas 
and styles. I tend to love the design of Art Nouveau or Minmlsm #dcth -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thisaac @kristofcreative I like the idea of designing website at 300ppi. I definitely 
use master PSDs for all images on a site. #DCTH -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy Gotta duck out for a bit. #dcth -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   meebits retro, web 2.0, swiss #DCTH -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @dambold Morning Sir. How are your today? #dcth -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   bccreative Good to hear print stories, Frankly, that's virtually all I do, and what I 
love to do #Q4 #dcth -7:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thisaac @ajdigitalfocus I'm with you. More web needed here. Too much print to 
have time on web. #Q4 #DCTH -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios #Q4 I wish I had more print jobs. there aer skills I would love to 
acquire/strengthen. #dcth -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @cameronolivier Peace. #dcth -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @michelletrevino exactly! It saves time to automate & reuse existing 
content & design elements #Dcth -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai offff course! It's been one of those weeks. haha. #dcth -7:43 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q5 (@thedayafter) What styles/movements do you believe helped evolve 
your own sense of design style? #dcth -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @kristofcreative yeah, good idea. Better to be prepared than to 
have to recreate. #DCTH -7:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @adammccombs i agree: print being refined, redefined. maybe real crap 
of spectrum dying (I hope) #Q4 #dcth -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   michelletrevino @cameronolivier Nice chatting with you. :) #dcth -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @dambold Yo! Fashionably late again huh? :P #dcth -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @cameronolivier Night Cam #dcth -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cr8tivNrg TIme to feed my dog. Thanks for letting me participate #dcth Have a 
wonderful evening everyone. -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q4 about 80% of my work is print, and the rest is just HTML emails. 
I'm still seeing a lot of print. I love print. #dcth -7:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @mikeconaty Haha, I was thinking more 'low-self-esteeem 
community twitter hours? #LSECTH haha! #DCTH -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold @t_kawai @maddisondesigns Hola Hola! #dcth -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer @paperdoll now if you do web first, tools can help make the same 
content printable #Dcth -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative just got back – good to see answers to #Q4 ! #dcth -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs #Q4 While I do some print work, my print work outnumbers my web 
work 5to1. I doubt print will die completely, it's just being refined #dcth -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH Oops. My last tweet should be for #Q4 not 3. My bad 
#dcth -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative @ajdigitalfocus If I have both projects, I'll go ahead and design the 
site home page at 300dpi. A pain but better than recreating #DCTH -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix @danaseverance #dcth = Design Community Twitter Hour -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   mikeconaty @cameronolivier Night Cam! #DCTH -7:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll Kind've wish there was a "folder" option for Twitter. Because I'd like to log 
all my #dcth replies in one place. #dcth -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   GeePawHill @cjgraphix absolutely and embarrassingly true. i 
never reduced scope as much as i do now that i can't remember shit. #q3 #DCTH 

-7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q4 I mostly do print stuff and I've been looking forward to web 
stuff. Looks like you guys doing web stuff want to do print. #DCTH -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @cameronolivier Have a great night sir! #dcth -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @alexheizer Especially when they can set up their own newsletter 
online. Much easier for the client. #dcth -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @cameronolivier See ya, Cam! #dcth -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @cameronolivier And a good night, to you! #dcth -7:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH #Q3 Will occasionally get to do some business cards or 
odd brochure as well as the website. Not that often of late though #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @mikeconaty True. It's commercial design. If it don't sell, then it's 
not good. If it does, then it is good. #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @DCTH I know, right? What an amazing community we've got going 
here! #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q4 I haven't come across a print job yet… :( I want to do one so bad 
since it's been forever since the last one. #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier ok night all :) #dcth enjoy the convo! was fun being around a bit 
tonight :) catch you all in a wee bit.. :) -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @madysondesigns "you never suck. You just don't have a project 
that aligns with your aesthetic" well said. #DCTH -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   simplexstudios #Q4 I currently have 2 web projects that will be followed by print 
work, a brochure site could easily be a physical brochure too! #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q4 I currently have 2 web projects that will be followed by print work, 
a brochure site could easily be a physical brochure too! #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q4 Being a web designer over print, I always do the web work first, then 
remind them how they can also spice up the print stuff. #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   DCTH You guys are seriously making this guy grin ear to ear. This conversation is 
amazing. .ce #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns #Q4 I find sometimes when I do a site really well, I end up 
working the client's print materials to match. #dcth -7:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @MadysonDesigns lol :) #DCTH #dcth -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dambold Hey guys! #dcth -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q4 been my experience that less have print attached, but it does 
happen. We have a client now like that. Web/businesscard/biopage :) #dcth -7:38 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @designosophy To be completely boorish, pretty is nice... pretty AND 
sells is what I'm after (I feel so dirty now) #DCTH -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q4 and inevitably, client will want to use design element from site 
for use in brochure. #dcth -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Q4 clients are often still stuck in trad. print thought processes. When 
they see what web can do, they change sometimes #Dcth -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q3 Over the years I've tried & used various portfolio techniques: 
Industry, Case Studies, Type -- idea is organization #DCTH -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @ajdigitalfocus It is! But remember, you never suck. You just 
don't have a project that aligns with your aesthetic. #dcth -7:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier RT @designosophy: Haha. RT @madysondesigns: Tonights #DCTH 
theme seems to be How to deal with the feeling that you suck :) #dcth hahaha -7:38 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q4 thanks to jquery, it looks just like the printed one. Two columns 
with flowed text. #dcth -7:37 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q4 I agree with @kristofcreative. They like to match the look of their 
print media with their website if you do a good job on it. #DCTH -7:37 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity It has been my experience that less have print attached, but it does 
happen. We have a client now like that. Web/businesscard/biopage #dcth -7:37 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @madysondesigns #SLCTH* (Self loathing community twitter hours?) :-
D #DCTH -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   designosophy @mikeconaty Very sensible. Context is king. #dcth -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q4 I have a couple clients this month moving away from print 
newsletters and into online ones. #dcth -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q4 From what I've seen, if a client is (re)designing their site, 
they're generally also redesigning their brochures. #dcth -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thisaac First time actually paying attention to #DCTH and I like the encouragement 
designers are giving to each other. Like a support group. For me. -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy Haha. RT @madysondesigns: Tonights #DCTH theme seems to be 
How to deal with the feeling that you suck :) #dcth -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @madysondesigns LoL yeah that's where all my questions came from 
- it's a dark place... #DCTH -7:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty #Q3 As a former MktgDir. who hired designers, I'd rather see small 
folios w/ explanations of goals/results than a parade of pieces #DCTH -7:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q4 Where I work, print still plays a far more important role than web. 
People will always want something tangible. #dcth -7:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   alexheizer Q3 I am always refining my portfolio. But at least it's up for me to do 
that with :) and, hi everyone! #Dcth -7:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cr8tivNrg Hahaha! RT @madysondesigns Tonight's #DCTH theme seems to be 'How 
to deal with the feeling that you suck' :) #dcth -7:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios Exactly! RT @designosophy: #Q3 Put it out there, but keep 
updating it. As you improve, your portfolio will improve too. #dcth -7:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @kristofcreative Good point! It filters potential clients. #dcth -7:34 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns Tonight's #DCTH theme seems to be 'How to deal with the feeling 
that you suck' :) #dcth -7:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q4 (@bccreative) Overall, print projects may be fewer, but do more/less 
web jobs have print "attached? #dcth -7:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative I didn't know I had a passion 4 sports advertising til I did that 
exercise. #dcth -7:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   GenOneStudios #Q3 I got my biggest client from the WORST graphic I ever made. 
There's no accounting for taste? whatever you do you NEED a portfolio. #dcth -7:33 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative The other great thing this does is give you a representation of the 
type of work you like or want to create. For instance, #dcth -7:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   artrox Maybe...I'm a bit sheltered might not cope! RT @t_kawai: Hope it 
encourages you to put your 'folio up @ajdigitalfocus! #dcth -7:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @ajdigitalfocus trust me... All of us get nervous :) #dcth -7:32 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @michelletrevino hhaha awesome idea! lol #dcth -7:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @kristofcreative I dig that! #DCTH -7:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @designosophy haha in the end I just let it go.. hahaha was like 
90% done as well - everything to html.. just never finished it haha #dcth -7:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative next to your 'virtual book'. If it doesn't fit, toss it out or keep working 
til it does. #dcth -7:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus Yeah, definitely going to :) Thanks #DCTH -7:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dandenney #Q3 This is a great question. I've struggled with this one myself, so I'm 
very interested in the answers #DCTH -7:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative That then becomes your 'virtual book' the bar you want your work to 
raise to. Then take your work, pc. by pc. and put it on the wall. #dcth -7:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai Wow, so many awesome answers for #Q3! Hope it encourages you to put 
your 'folio up @ajdigitalfocus! #dcth -7:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @michelletrevino haha I'd love that! #DCTH -7:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @artrox Haha, that's exactly what it's like! 'What was I thinking??' 
#dcth -7:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs @designosophy I agree as well. Fake companies/products are great 
exercises but it's important to show real world examples. #DCTH -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   designosophy An interesting idea!. RT @michelletrevino: Q3 Lets start a design 
exchange program so we can design each others portfolios ;) #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino @madysondesigns fun and a bit scary. LOL #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   getwreckt RT @mikeconaty: @kristofcreative brings up a good point... if it meets 
the clients goals, great, if not, then its handholding time #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @michelletrevino haha I'd loev that! #DCTH -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @bkmacdaddy cya Brian! #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative @BurielWebwerx Go through award books and tear out the top 10-15 
amazing pieces you wish you had created.... #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #q3 #DCTH a lot of answers today come back to this. Design == Life. As 
your life evolves, so does your design style, and your portfolio. -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q3 Let's start a design exchange program so we can design each 
other's portfolios ;) #dcth -7:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   artrox @madysondesigns #Q3 oh who hasn't gone back to early work and baulked! 
Bit like getting out last season's wardrobe...did i wear THAT! #dcth -7:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @cameronolivier 4 years! That's pretty intense. Wasn't there a Guns 
'n Roses album like that? #dcth -7:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mckelvaney @DCTH I've been thinking the same thing. But the more research 
others work the more I believe in my own. Check out the competition #Q3 #dcth -7:28 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy Gotta run & pick up my wife from school. Have a great night everyone! 
#dcth -7:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns And it is always fun to look back at really old stuff and laugh at 
how much you've evolved since you started! #dcth -7:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @adammccombs I agree - though maybe okay for a student just 
starting out. #dcth -7:28 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #Q3 design is about appropriateness, discuss your portfolio in 
objective terms and the subject aspects are not so important #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   GenOneStudios #Q2 #dcth Sometimes I try to point out the issues. But usually it's 
just time to move on. But secretly it makes me angry :-D -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH #Q3 As long as your happy with it I think you'll find 
others will like it also. #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier RT @designosophy: Amen. RT @seebrowntweet: Q3 … Designing for 
yourself is the worst. #dcth yip. I have designs 4yrs in the making :/ -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai RT @madysondesigns: #Q3 And the more things you do, the more older 
amateur work gets pushed out of it. *Ditto #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @kristofcreative #Q3 What's the trick? #DCTH -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @JoannSondy: #Q3 Remember, we are our own worst client 
when comes to designing our portfolio. *so true! #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q3 The work that I am creating now makes the work I did just a year 
ago look like it's rather dated. I like that though. #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q3 it would be fun in a masochistic sort of way to create an anti-
portfolio of all the crap I've been forced to create. #dcth -7:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q3 Remember, we are our own worst client when comes to designing 
our portfolio. #DCTH -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns #Q3 And the more things you do, the more older amateur work 
gets pushed out of it. #dcth -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios @DCTH #Q2 this happens from time to time. especially on print 
projects where all the principles weren't in the loop at 1st #dcth -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @seebrowntweet one of the toughest things to do for sure. You're 
never clear on what you want to present. There's always change. #DCTH -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs #Q3 - I think rejected ideas often times make great portfolio 
material but I'm not much for fake products/companies in portfolios. #dcth -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q3 #dcth Just Do It! Put it up and move on. Everyones work can 
always improve its not just you. -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   simplexstudios #Q3 #dcth Just Do It! Put it up and move on. Everyones work can 
always improve its not just you. -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   michelletrevino Q3 Probably looking at it the wrong way. Everyone can learn and 
improve, and that always makes one good. #dcth -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q3 I learned a great trick in school for learning to judge whether 
your work meets your standards. #dcth -7:26 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q3 A portfolio is all about showing off work you're proud of - just do it 
and those butterflies will fly away. #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy #Q3 Comparison is the root of so many evils. Just put your best foot 
forward with what you believe in. #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q3 We all have to start somewhere. I had some garbage when I started. Its 
ok learn, grow and create more. #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx RT @thedayafter #Q3 Your portfolio is an organic, living being. It's 
always evolving & changing as you create. #DCTH -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #Q3 how can a page number not be good enough? http://is.
gd/2CLq2 :) #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q3 And as long as you can discern honest critique from simple 
asshattery, then you should also be fine. It helps u grow to get input! #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns #Q3 Without a doubt. You just have to start somewhere, and keep 
in mind that it's something that should evolve anyway. #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy Amen. RT @seebrowntweet: Q3 … Designing for yourself is the worst. 
#dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   jamingaroutte Totally forgot about #DCTH. I'm rarely around for it, and bummed 
that I've got work to be doing right now--the one time I could get on... -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cr8tivNrg #Q3 If you believe in your work, so will the client. It's not the work, but 
your attitude/presentation that the client will buy into. #dcth -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   tmanderson #Q3 A portfolio should never be a cake-walk, by any means. I do agree 
with @fuelcreativity a portfolio should evolve with the designer #DCTH -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   simplexstudios #Q2 #dcth I leave my portfolio for the best designs & if the client 
loves the good/bad/ugly then I will consider it a job well done -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JohnBunka #Q2 #dcth I leave my portfolio for the best designs & if the client loves 
the good/bad/ugly then I will consider it a job well done -7:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   angbowen #Q3 To an extent, yes. But I think we have that doubt that we'll never 
get rid of. I say jump in and get started :) #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q3 Put it out there, but keep updating it. As you improve, your 
portfolio will improve too. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet Q3: It's never good enough, so I just do it. I redesigned my website 
3 times before launching. Designing for yourself is the worst. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx RT@designosophy One of the benefits of working for yourself: RT 
@chriswallace: I no longer take on projects I dont believe in. Agreed! #DCTH -7:24 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy #Q3 Good enough for what/who? Most likely if it's good enough for 
you then it's good enough for others. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q3 - I think as long as you continuously let your folio evolve, then it 
starts where it starts. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q3 I don't think any designer is ever completely happy with their 
work. We all strive to do better. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai #Q3 Yes. I used to be weary of mine, but after some time and feedback, 
my confidence grew big time. #dcth -7:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty #Q@ Actually, @kristofcreative brings up a good point... if it meets the 
client's goals, great, if not, then it's handholding time #DCTH -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q3 Your portfolio is an organic, living being. It's always evolving and 
changing as you create. Don't be afraid to dive in. #dcth -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q2 I like that: portfolio segmented into good, bad & ugly. Does that 
mean we should ignore rejected ideas? #DCTH -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy One of the benefits of working for yourself: RT @chriswallace: ... I no 
longer take on projects I dont believe in. #dcth -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns I am in-house. I am starting to get used to the fact that I could be 
doing so much better work, but it still annoys me. #dcth -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q2 Clients don't always follow reco. So if they 'designed' it, then I 
agree with @mikeconaty - just smile and cash the check. #dcth -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   michelletrevino Q2 I try to get out of projects I don't like because I don't feel like I 
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can do a good job with it. #dcth -7:23 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q3 (@ajdigitalfocus) I've been hesitant to make a folio out of fear it's not 
good enough. Is that something you get over once its up? #dcth -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #D2 #DCTH My role is typically to build what a designer gives me. I don't 
alter a design without discussing with designer first. -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #Q2 personally, it's a shame; professionally, it's business -- I don't 
put it in my portfolio and I don't care #dcth -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   tmanderson @BurielWebwerx Exactly, that's the only cases that it's happened to the 
point where it's been 'beyond recognition.' #DCTH -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @designosophy That's awesome!! Good idea...helps others see your 
style a bit clearer along with your method(s) of work #DCTH -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace @DCTH #Q2 This has happened so many times it's not even funny. I 
no longer take on projects I don't believe in. #dcth -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @MadysonDesigns #Q2 I give a client my best work. If my best is not 
what they want, I give them what they ask (and are paying) for. #dcth -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @getwreckt Hey there. #dcth -7:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @mikeconaty Done. Cheers! :-) #dcth -7:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dandenney #Q2 Unfortunately, most of my examples are as an employee or 
contracted designer. So after alternative suggestions, I just "ship it" #DCTH -7:21 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   getwreckt Hello all! #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @bkmacdaddy fine, you buy me one.. and I'll buy you one, and we'll 
call it even :-) #DCTH -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q2 My next personal project is an online portfolio. I'd like to include 
some rejected designs & discussion about them & final. #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs #Q2 I once saw a designers portfolio labeled as "The good, bad and 
ugly" showing each stage of the concept, execution and end result. #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz #Q2 response depends on how bad-if it's seriously going to be bad for 
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client, speak up & share expertise; otherwise, cash the check #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity RT @kristofcreative: #Q2 Ask yourself if A)the client is happy with it & 
2)If its effective. If yes to both, do nothing. *good advice #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @tmanderson #Q2 true..don't have much choice if you're in-house. 
#DCTH -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @MadysonDesigns #Q2 I resign myself to the fact that I create products 
for which a client pays & so gets editorial license. I move on. #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns RT @mikeconaty: @DCTH #Q2 keep it out of the portfolio, smile, 
cash the check, and move on to the next gig #DCTH *Agree with Mike :) -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @DCTH That's a great idea, would be a good compromise. I feel 
much better knowing it happens to all of us :) #dcth -7:20 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @mikeconaty um, I think you owe me the coke, mister! :-) #dcth -7:19 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   tmanderson #Q2 Move on, take things as they come. It's the client that asked for 
the changes... I just don't want my name on it. #DCTH -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cr8tivNrg #Q2 I think the older you get, the less 'sensitive' you are with your work. 
Now, I please the client and their payment pleases me. #dcth -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q2 LoL I agree with @bkmacdaddy - smile as I get paid and don't 
put it in my portfolio afterward #DCTH -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   artrox Feeling that one! RT @designosophy: #Q2 Happens to 70-80% of the work I 
do. Part of daily life working as an in-house designer. #dcth -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q2 If the answer is 'no' to either (specially the later) offer client to 
redesign so it does match strategy. #dcth -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet @thedayafter Excellent point. I only figured out a year ago to use 
my version of the final. Duh. #dcth -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @dcth #Q1 Freelancing also give you lots more variety of work, 
compared to being an in-house designer for example #dcth -7:19 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @DCTH Professionally: client is paying so roll with it. Personally: I'm 
not putting my name on in it. #DCTH -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy #Q2 clarification: smile through tightly clinched teeth. ;-) #dcth -7:18 PM 
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Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @bkmacdaddy You owe me a coke for that! :-) #DCTH -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   ryanolson @DCTH Where do you find creative inspiration when you keep going to 
photoshop and everything comes out the same!? :/ #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q2 I think that depends. Naturally it's never what you want to 
happen, but I try to just appreciate it for what it is, not my work. #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q2 It's definitely a tight-rope that we all have to walk, between 
pleasing the client and also making sound design judgment. #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy #Q2 Smile while I cash the check. #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @artrox Haha, I lost that one a long time ago! #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   DCTH #Q2 I have seen several people show both versions in their folio's. Not ugly 
about just say "final" and "proposed" or something #dcth -7:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   angbowen #Q2 That's a tough one. I've dealt with that before and ended up just 
not putting it in my portfolio. Usually you can't do much though #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @DCTH #Q2 keep it out of the portfolio, smile, cash the check, and 
move on to the next gig #DCTH -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet Doh! #Q2 Inform the client why you think the design is weak. If 
they won't budge deliver the product how they want. They pay the bills #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   cr8tivNrg #Q2 Edited designs are simply the client's way of saying "I would like it 
my way" Take it in stride, for one, it is THEIR project #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q2 If it's something you're going to put in your portfolio, then use 
your version. If not then the client needs to be happy. #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   vbdietz #Q1 It's the right combination of creative, technical and living a balanced 
life. Plus it's hard to quit when I'm having fun. #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q2 Stick up for yourself! Find a calm way to approach the situation and 
try to find a compromise that you CAN live with. #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q2 Ask yourself if A) the client is happy with it and 2) If it's 
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effective. If 'yes' to both, do nothing. #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @artrox LoL print virginity... #DCTH -7:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q2 Happens to 70-80% of the work I do. Part of daily life working 
as an in-house designer. I bury most of it. #dcth -7:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   artrox Oh so SNAP! Losing print virginity was awesome! RT @designosophy: #Q1 I 
think it was seeing something I made in print. #dcth -7:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll #Q1 @ajdigitalfocus just remember that you have your own aesthetic - 
you have to design to the best of YOUR ability! #dcth -7:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @ajdigitalfocus Same boat. So many web designers are on top of their 
game; I just don't have the patience for lines of code #DCTH -7:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q2 (@MadysonDesigns) How do you deal with a design that was edited 
beyond recognition of your idea & you're not happy with it? #dcth #dcth -7:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   viewinside Preview Book "Simulation and Its Discontents" @MITpress http://bit.ly/
AxvWK #books #design #prototype #visualization #simulation #DCTH -7:15 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #Q1 It's great to work for yourself and your clients; there are ups 
and downs to both sides of employment fence #dcth -7:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy @cjgraphix I like that -- family. Design is about nurturing & caring as 
well as putting food on the table #dcth #q1 -7:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus Seeing my work in print gave me some confidence but I look around 
at web graphics and see talent I know I don't have. Scary... #DCTH -7:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   angbowen @ChadEngle I definitely agree, It's pretty much my whole life and I can't 
see it working any other way. #dcth -7:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios @cjgraphix #Q1 that's exactly what drives me. Support the family. 
Then of course have fun, do things, meet new people. Love it! #dcth -7:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @robbmajor: ...And seeing your first billboard design up for the 
world to see is a pretty good feeling too. *that is awesome! #dcth -7:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter @ChadEngle It's more of a lifestyle for me, definitely. #dcth -7:12 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   DCTH The responses to #Q1 Are awesome! Keep them coming! #dcth -7:12 PM Aug 27th, 
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2009 

   robbmajor @ajdigitalfocus ...And seeing your first billboard design up for the world 
to see is a pretty good feeling too. #dcth -7:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ChadEngle #Q1 Living, breathing and practicing design. Its not something you just 
"half ass" You have to dive into it Its more culture than work #dcth -7:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @ZimbleRMiller just came back -- off to a short meeting #DCTH -

7:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cjgraphix #dcth #q1 I wanted to support my family. When family is on the line, 
failure is not an option. -7:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity RT @divinefusion: #Q1 attitude. I jumped into the pool and just kept 
swimming : ) much can be learned from failure : ) *Nice! #dcth -7:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @DCTH #Q1 Started freelancing just after I had a back Op. 
Couldn't go back to fulltime work. Loved it, so I've kept it up since #dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns #Q1 Still don't have full confidence about the freelance thing, but 
in general has mostly grown from good feedback. #dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier #Q1 - I had an uncle who believed in me, and really boosted my 
confidence levels. Also someone took a chance and hired me 3hrs aday :) #dcth -7:10 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   cecycorrea @altasp you changed your handle! or someone hijacked your avy... 
#dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @ajdigitalfocus #Q1 I had an agency willing to hire me, saw potential in 
me, and so I guess their confidence boosted mine. #dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace Just a reminder, during questions, off-topic discussion is going down 
right here: http://tinychat.com/designtalk #dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q1 @designosophy seeing something you made come back in print for 
the first time is the best feeling. #dcth -7:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy #Q! I think I was once a designer. The projects that I do best (and 
personally rewarding) are difficult to come by now. #DCTH -7:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @nikibrown Definitely feel you on that one! #dcth -7:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cecycorrea tweetchat finally loaded for me! o/ hi tweeple! #dcth -7:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   designosophy #Q1 I think it was seeing something I made in print. #dcth -7:08 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns RT @nikibrown: When you (mostly) love what you do and you can 
survive... its awesome *ain't that the truth! #dcth -7:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed #Q1 not sure I had "full confidence" when I started, just "full hope". 
Designer for 18 years, self-emp for 3. #dcth -7:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @nikibrown Hehe - that's funny! And TRUE! :D #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   adammccombs #Q1 Being successful enough to fulfill a client needs. #dcth -7:07 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q1 If its something you don't hate and you can see yourself putting in long 
hours and doing it again the next day. #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @maddisondesigns yeah! :) although.. I still got to go sleep for a 
few hours before my friday really starts :) #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   nikibrown When you (mostly) love what you do and you can survive... its awesome 
#DCTH -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   altasp @DCTH #Q1 the fact I walked out of my job... LOL #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy #Q1 Never was a full-time freelancer, though I had a business with a 
friend/mentor with 4 designer employees & 2 editors. #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll @nikibrown that's beautiful! #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion #Q1 attitude. I jumped into the pool and just kept swimming : ) much 
can be learned from failure : ) #dcth -7:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q1 Passion + education. The more I learned in school, the more 
confident I was in my abilities. #dcth -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   nikibrown I knew i could be a sucessfull designer when I stayed up all night working 
on something... and didnt really notice... #DCTH -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios #Q1 I was doing this (design/programming) for free for friends. 
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then I needed money. And I like the clients I attract :-D #dcth -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter #Q1 Definitely when I started to realize that my designs were being 
recognized as great concepts by my peers. #dcth -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity #Q1 Angie. If it hadn't been for her, I probably wouldn't be here. 
Don't know what path I'd be on. #dcth -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   angbowen #Q1 When Arbenting took off like it did I knew I had a real shot. And 
things have just grown from there. #dcth -7:06 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC #Q1 reminds me of a q on season finale of Top Chef Masters. I 
can't really answer it since I'm just a design-enthusiast. #DCTH -7:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   paperdoll @ajdigitalfocus Winning my first ever award (and then winning two more) 
for this website: http://www.mercury1089.com #dcth -7:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @nikibrown You always do good work, Niki. #dcth -7:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy #Q1 I'm STILL not fully confident. But I'm feeding my family & not 
homeless, so I guess that's a good sign. ;-) #dcth -7:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DWcourse #Q1 someone actually paid me! #dcth -7:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative #Q1 My student loans! #dcth -7:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns @cameronolivier Good to hear. Pretty good here. It's Friday! Yay! 
#dcth -7:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH #Q1 (@ajdigitalfocus) What was the one thing that made you decide, with full 
confidence you could be a designer/freelancer? #dcth #dcth -7:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Here comes #Q1! #dcth -7:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter @madysondesigns Yea, I wasn't too surprised after there was a lynch-
mob of people commenting on his first post regarding support. #dcth -7:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace awww come on people! I know someone's produced something h-o-t-t 
over the past month... let's see it! website, logo, whatever! #dcth -7:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative Üüp... there rings the dinner bell! Back in 30 or so :[ #dcth -7:02 PM Aug 
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27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @thedayafter @robbmajor Did you see the follow-up John Nack 
posted? Looks promising. #dcth -7:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @designosophy awe under NDA? #dcth -7:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   nikibrown @chriswallace ... theres always http://nikibrown.com/design-squeak/ :) 
#DCTH -7:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @maddisondesigns hey hey! :) doing good thanks :D how you? 
#dcth -7:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @mikeconaty hahaha well nearly there! lol haha :) I called you a 
spring then a chicken. haha #DCTH -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @divinefusion :) By the time I'm allowed to talk about it, I probably 
won't be excited about it anymore. #dcth -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @JoannSondy Hi Joann – good to see you here. Typically by this time, 
there are specific questions circulating #dcth -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @bccreative COOL! First, let's get an auto follow bot thing going... 
#DCTH -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @madysondesigns Thanks for the link. #DCTH -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @MillerMosaicLLC Capable means CS3 works. Not supported means if 
you have a problem with CS3 on Snow Leopard, Adobe isn't helping. #dcth -7:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy Interested POV on market activity? Any industry sectors beefing up 
marketing materials or is everyone pushing web. #dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH A reminder before we kick off the Q's. If you have one send it to @DCTH 
without the hashtag. Makes convo easier. :) #dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @bkmacdaddy damn! Me too. Or I'd break that one on the daily! :p 
#dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @cameronolivier Who you callin a chicken? :-) I'm 2-years (and $1 
Million) behind my become a millionaire by age 40 goal :-) #DCTH -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter @MillerMosaicLLC Means CS3 will work, Adobe just won't have official 
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support set up for if there is a problem in an application. #dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   nikibrown I designed and coded this :) http://camusaromance.com thanks to some 
you tweeps' late night feedback #DCTH -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   maddisondesigns How are all my #dcth buddies this morning/evening? -7:00 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   bccreative @mikeconaty perhaps we can start up some kind of DCTH pyramid 
scheme – er, insurance benefit plan – here tonite? #dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @MillerMosaicLLC Adobe didn't test it. So they aren't supporting it. It still 
works. #dcth -7:00 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @fuelcreativity I can only break rules within my capability - which 
seems to always be limited somewhat in that department. :P #dcth -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH welcome to several new faces tonight. Super excited to see that. #dcth -6:59 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @thedayafter @robbmajor What's the difference between capable 
and supported? #DCTH -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @designosophy teaser : ) #dcth -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @MillerMosaicLLC Apparently the scoop is that it works, it's just 
not supported. http://tinyurl.com/ln2xtx #dcth -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @mikeconaty oh mikey :) you're not THAT old.. I'm old.. but you're 
still a spring chicken :) #DCTH -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @robbmajor @JoannSondy Darn. If those are the only rules then I 
don't want to break them... #dcth -6:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy @chriswallace I've got something I wouldn't mind showing off, but it's 
hush-hush right now. Next month. #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace @dellustrations Throw the linkage out there and show me what you 
got! #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   thedayafter @MillerMosaicLLC That was cleared up with John Nack of Adobe earlier 
this week. CS3 will be capable, but not supported. #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @bkmacdaddy Umm, yeah, Rule #1, never give guys named Rob 
$100. Break away, buddy!! #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   robbmajor @MillerMosaicLLC Snow Leopard supports CS3. #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @ryanolson :) pleasure hehe I think also simply making your 
portfolio the best you can says a lot even if portfolio is small #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative Good to see people I followed just this past week. Hope i live up to my 
own Twitter profile hype. #dcth -6:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC Can we trash talk the Snow Leopard lack of CS3 capability? #DCTH -

6:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   dellustrations @chriswallace what you wanna see mate anything? #dcth -6:57 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   robbmajor @JoannSondy Welcome! The only protocols we have here are ask 
questions, answer questions, and have fun. FAQ: http://dcth.info/faqs #dcth -6:57 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative @madysondesigns I'm good, and tired. Burried in redesign work and 
final tweaks til launching TweetReports #dcth -6:57 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @bccreative Who am I kidding, just a few yrs till I'm fending off 
pension-check related beatings myself, suppose I need a pension 1st #DCTH -6:56 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   bkmacdaddy @JoannSondy Yikes - if there are rules I don't wanna know 'em. Show 
me a rule & I'll want to break it! :-) #dcth -6:56 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   MillerMosaicLLC @JoannSondy check out DCTH.info #DCTH -6:56 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace Anybody got any new design stuffs to show off? I'd love to see what 
you've all done this past month or so... :) #dcth -6:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative @fuelcreativity @madysondesigns @ajdigitalfocus Thanks ;) I've got 
my waiters on for tonight. #dcth -6:55 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   JoannSondy First -time to #DCTH; any protocols I should be aware. -6:55 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   bccreative @mikeconaty Understood. :] Remain indoors! #dcth -6:54 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @kristofcreative Good, but stear clear of the kool-aid. ;) #dcth -6:54 PM 
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Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative Status: drinking, tweeting w/ headphones, avoiding work and cries of 
help from kitchen downstairs #dcth -6:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @kristofcreative Um, it's generally wet. #fromtheobviousfiles :) 
How are you? #dcth -6:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @DCTH Appreciate it. Glad to be here. #dcth -6:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus @kristofcreative Nice and cold! Dive in! #DCTH -6:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   chriswallace Hey guys and gals, off-topic #dcth discussion can be had at http://
tinychat.com/designtalk feel free to join up :) #dcth -6:53 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @madysondesigns :) I'm excited. #dcth -6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @jasonatennui Please do! Love seeing other people's ink. #dcth -

6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   kristofcreative Good evening folks. How's the water? #dcth -6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   designosophy Just wrapping up a tiny freelance job. #dcth -6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @t_kawai For some reason it's frowned upon... what can I say? #DCTH -

6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   jasonatennui @madysondesigns Thanks! I'll try. If I remember, I'll post photos 
later. :) #DCTH -6:52 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @ajdigitalfocus this is my first time so I can't vouch for the fun, but it 
does seem like a good place to kick back. Share ideas. help #dcth -6:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @jasonatennui Ooh, sounds like fun! Enjoy, have a great night! 
#dcth -6:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @bccreative :-) It's in everyone's best interest to keep me busy then, 
no? I hardly ever get to do that anymore... #DCTH -6:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @AnneLikesRed i just got a rush poster job (free for friend), but I have a 
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*whole week* #dcth -6:51 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   angbowen Hey dcthers! I got here just in time for the questions :D #dcth -6:50 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   DCTH @jasonatennui Thanks man! Do you have any Q's you want us to ask on your 
behalf later? Send em over! #dcth -6:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   jasonatennui Oh. Just to be a pain in the ass: vote for my panel at #SXSW! http://
bit.ly/2IKoRg — Love you guys. :) #DCTH -6:50 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed @bccreative glad it's not Fri yet as I have to do a rush poster for a 
client by tomorrow afternoon ##dcth -6:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Oh, we're not supposed to do that…? Back to the drawing 
board… haha #dcth -6:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @fuelcreativity Great now that I'm home from work and can 
relax :) Welcome to DCTH! #dcth -6:49 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @mikeconaty Ouch! That hurt :p beating old folks, that is... #dcth -6:49 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @jasonatennui LOL... no my dentist thing was Monday... And for your 
sake, I hope we're not the same person, wouldn't wish that on any1 #DCTH -6:48 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   DCTH @fuelcreativity Welcome! I am glad to see you all here. :) #dcth -6:48 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   bccreative @AnneLikesRed for a second there you had me thinking it was Friday 
#dcth Which would be a mixed blessing... -6:47 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @ajdigitalfocus All of the above. :) #dcth -6:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @madysondesigns Doing well, Sarah, thanks. And you? #dcth -6:46 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @t_kawai Keeps me off the streets and beating up old folks for their 
pension checks. :-) #DCTH -6:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   jasonatennui @mikeconaty Did you do the dentist thing yesterday too? Dude... 
Same birthday, same dentist day. Are we the same person? #DCTH -6:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AnneLikesRed @bccreative ha! yeah, it tastes so good I'm almost ready for another. 
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Been a busy week(s). #dcth -6:46 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @jasonatennui :-P Well no dentist today... so yeah, having a kick-arse 
day come to think of it. #DCTH -6:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity @divinefusion Thanks! #dcth -6:45 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @fuelcreativity Hey Rob! How you doing tonight? #dcth -6:45 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @ryanolson There seem to be some conventions, but nothing set 
in stone. You can pretty much do whatever you like. #dcth -6:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @AnneLikesRed Making progress with that beer? #dcth -6:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ajdigitalfocus Just curious - I'm sure everyone has different reasons. Why do you 
guys participate in DCTH? Give back, fun to hang out, networking? #DCTH -6:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @fuelcreativity welcome Rob E Bowen : ) #dcth -6:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Busy busy! #dcth -6:44 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fuelcreativity rob_e_bowen reporting for #dcth for the first time. My account 
doesn't show up in search so I'm holding it down through FYC tonight. #dcth -6:43 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   jasonatennui @mikeconaty Yes, better. :) #DCTH -6:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @divinefusion Better? #DCTH -6:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ryanolson @cameronolivier lol thanks. Didn't think to make mock sites, cool :) 
#dcth #dcth -6:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @t_kawai Site updates for some clients, redoing my company site, and 
editing a few small video projects #DCTH -6:41 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @mikeconaty bahahha. Having a better day today? #dcth -6:41 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @divinefusion I see you huzzah, and raise you a hurrumph! :-) #DCTH -
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6:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @ryanolson just make the pics you have REALLY REALLY BIG ;) 
hehe also try mocking up your own samples maybe? #dcth #dcth -6:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative @DCTH I'd like to know if anyone's using a CRM app like Highrise or free 
like Zoho CRM #dcth -6:40 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ryanolson A lot of design blogs seem to have a similar layout/design, is that just me 
or is there a reason? #dcth #dcth -6:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @adrianrodriguez oh, that sucks :( I might simply because it's late 
and time for bed for me :) #dcth -6:39 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @ryanolson You don't have to. I will ask them to the room as a group for 
more exposure between 7-8:30pm. :) The first is free chat #dcth -6:38 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative Wow. DCTH – I mean the wine – never tasted so good. #dcth -6:37 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @mikeconaty huzzah! #dcth -6:36 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Working on a mock up for a blog I might start up. You? #dcth 

-6:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ryanolson @DCTH Ah sorry, didn't realize I was supposed to wait :) Thanks #dcth -

6:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   seebrowntweet @ryanolson I'd put other pieces on your portfolio that are strong 
and start building up your web portfolio. #dcth -6:35 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @t_kawai Sup Tomo? #DCTH -6:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @ryanolson Thanks Ryan I will ask it once the Q's start around 7pm. :) #dcth -

6:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @altasp Heya Rob, I read that congrats are due on the new niece... 
Congrats. #DCTH -6:34 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ryanolson @DCTH If one is just starting out more or less in web design, what should 
be on my site, if my portfolio is, uh, small :) #dcth #dcth -6:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @DCTH Um, I don't actually remember what the question was. I 
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just know it was good :) Probably @ reply? #dcth -6:33 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @mikeconaty Yo! #dcth -6:32 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ryanolson If one is just starting out more or less in web design, what should be on 
my site, if my portfolio is, uh, small :) #dcth -6:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @bccreative heck no. Most of us do it as well. :) #dcth -6:31 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty Late to the party, but a big heya to all the DCTHers out there in 
DCTHland :-) #DCTH -6:30 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @madysondesigns I should have them. Did you @reply or dm it? #dcth -6:30 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @DCTH Do unused questions carry over from last week or do I 
have to dig through my history? #dcth -6:29 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative A glass of wine wouldn't hurt the convo, would it? #dcth -6:29 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   t_kawai @madysondesigns Haha, that and spiders… ew. #dcth -6:27 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH What kind of design problems or technical issues did you run into this week? 
Ask them to the Design Community. Just @reply @DCTH #dcth -6:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ChadEngle What kind of design problems or technical issues did you run into this 
week? Ask them to the Design Community. Just @reply @DCTH #dcth -6:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AdrianRodriguez @cameronolivier lol Thanks.... I am going to miss some of DCTH 
since I will be in class for 2hrs and 45min....ugh! #dcth -6:25 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @madysondesigns @t_kawai hahaha yeah :/ well what I don't know 
can't hurt.. rather not think about it too much tho hahaha #dcth -6:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @cameronolivier That's why you don't eat the butt end of them. They 
weren't too bad covered in chocolate. #dcth -6:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   bccreative #DCTH HiDiddlyHo neighbors. Looking forward to tonite's chatter 
(shoulda eaten dinner first though...) -6:24 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns @cameronolivier @t_kawai I'm sure you've eaten several without 
knowing too! Ew. #dcth -6:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   cameronolivier @t_kawai lol :) I've eaten a few by mistake.. haha they're bitter! :
( lol #dcth -6:22 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   hollyhagen getting ready for... #dcth -6:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @cameronolivier Haha, well I have eaten ants before, but that's a different 
story. #dcth -6:21 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @DCTH wow! haha talk about multi-tasking! dud! haha #dcth -6:20 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @adrianrodriguez haha that's awesome :) #dcth -6:18 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Don't forget to send your Q's this way. Doesn't have to be Q's only. Can be 
topics of convo. #dcth -6:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @t_kawai oh hahah :) cool #dcth -6:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH checking out some iPhone 3.0 (facebook) and trying to get something to eat 
and play fetch with the dog! #dcth -6:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @madysondesigns hehe I was messing around with a pic thought I'd 
make myself all joker-like :) #dcth -6:16 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   viewinside Preview Book "Critical Play" by Mary Flanagan @MITpress http://bit.
ly/16IJO3 #books #design #gamedesign #art #videogames #gaming #DCTH -6:15 PM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns Hiya! Whoa, eerie new picture :) Almost didn't recognize you! 
Super tired but otherwise great! #dcth -6:14 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AdrianRodriguez @cameronolivier @t_kawai @divinefusion This looks yum! http://
bit.ly/633Jx #dcth -6:13 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @MadysonDesigns hey!! :) doing well how you? #dcth -6:12 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   ryanolson Hi I am well how are you? #dcth -6:12 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @cameronolivier Haha, that's just what we call celery/peanut butter/
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raisins. #dcth -6:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   madysondesigns Evening everyone! How is everybody doing? #dcth -6:11 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   GenOneStudios #dcth Howdy tweeps! Glad to be here. i can't believve I caught y'all 
twice today! Lucky me :-) -6:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @divinefusion Aw boo… It's one of my fav childhood snacks. haha #dcth -

6:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @t_kawai ants on a stick! wow haha are you kidding or is it really 
good? #dcth -6:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH @fray haha cool! Everyone have a good week? #dcth -6:11 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @t_kawai ewwwww no me gusta raisins! plus I don't want to eat bugs 
lol #dcth -6:10 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   fray @DCTH Nobody here but us pixels #dcth -6:09 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai @divinefusion Put some raisins on it! Ants on a stick is so good. #dcth -6:09 

PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier hello #dcth :) -6:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   altasp @DCTH muddled... #dcth -6:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   t_kawai Hey everybody! #dcth -6:08 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion @AdrianRodriguez watchuu mean Willis? its totally yum! #dcth -6:08 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   AdrianRodriguez @divinefusion ew on the celery stick, yum on the peanut butter! 
#dcth -6:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH hello! How is everyone? #dcth -6:07 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion grabbing for a peanut butter celery stick for the chat #dcth -6:06 PM Aug 
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27th, 2009 

   AdrianRodriguez I need to start designing my own awesome twitter background 
#dcth -6:05 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   divinefusion aloha peeps : ) #dcth -6:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   mikeconaty @ChadEngle Ahhh opt for the after-DCTH dinner like the rest of us... :-) 
#DCTH -6:04 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   AdrianRodriguez Wassabe! I finally got myself back in the chat room! #dcth -6:03 PM 

Aug 27th, 2009 

   GenOneStudios RT @DCTH: Ladies and Gentleman #DCTH is about 5 minutes out. 
WOOO -6:03 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   altasp I had late night pasta #dcth -6:02 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   cameronolivier @chadengle haha I know that feeling lol :) cereal at dinner time 
tastes the best :) haha #dcth -6:01 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ChadEngle Crap.... All I have is cereal for dinner... (at least for me to make in time 
for #dcth ) -5:59 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   iamkhayyam RT @DCTH: Ladies and Gentleman #DCTH is about 5 minutes out. 
WOOO -5:58 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Ladies and Gentleman #DCTH is about 5 minutes out. WOOO -5:55 PM Aug 27th, 

2009 

   divinefusion Everyone excited for some #DCTH coming up at 6pm EST? Q&A from 7-
8:30pm Hope to see you there! (via @chadengle) -4:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   adammccombs RT @DCTH: Everyone excited for some #DCTH coming up at 6pm 
EST? Q&A from 7-8:30pm Hope to see you there! -4:43 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Everyone excited for some #DCTH coming up at 6pm EST? Q&A from 7-
8:30pm Hope to see you there! -4:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   ChadEngle Everyone excited for some #DCTH coming up at 6pm EST? Q&A from 7-
8:30pm Hope to see you there! -4:42 PM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Thanks 4 all y/r input tonight guys. Remember that #DCTH is on in a few 
hours... Sorry my sister gave birth lol shes so inconsiderate #EDCTH -4:17 PM Aug 27th, 2009 
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   ChadEngle RT @DCTH: Not only is it my sons 1st Birthday but its #EDCTH & 
#DCTH! Please send questions to @DCTH for the community! .rmk -9:58 AM Aug 27th, 2009 

   DCTH Not only is it my sons 1st Birthday but its #EDCTH & #DCTH! Please send 
questions to @DCTH for the community! .rmk -6:23 AM Aug 27th, 2009 

   altasp RT @DCTH: Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your 
questions for the community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk (via @altasp) -4:34 AM Aug 

27th, 2009 

   BurielWebwerx @michelletrevino Thanks for RT! How've you been? Are you 
attending #DCTH in the afternoon? -4:04 AM Aug 27th, 2009 

   theconstruct @chadengle you guys on for european #dcth tomorrow? also what's 
going on with chatcreative.com? -11:33 PM Aug 26th, 2009 

   HeyPeterman .@chadengle is t3h sw33tz. #dcth -7:17 PM Aug 26th, 2009 

   sashagrosman #DCTH hey everyone, DCTH always has great advice - which 
websites do the best "great website design lists" do you think? -11:31 AM Aug 26th, 2009 

   altasp RT: @DCTH: Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your 
questions for the community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk -5:32 AM Aug 26th, 2009 

   divinefusion RT @DCTH: Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your 
questions for the community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk (via @altasp) -2:10 PM Aug 

25th, 2009 

   ChadEngle RT @DCTH: Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your 
questions for the community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk -10:24 AM Aug 25th, 2009 

   altasp RT @DCTH: Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your 
questions for the community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk -10:13 AM Aug 25th, 2009 

   DCTH Remember #DCTH and #EDCTH this Thursday! - Get your questions for the 
community in now :D http://bit.ly/nzbU9 .rmk -10:06 AM Aug 25th, 2009 

   countzeero So tweeps thats me outta here till Thursday hope to be back in time for 
#edcth and #dcth -8:30 AM Aug 24th, 2009 

   countzeero @sunwukung I picked up on MODx too on last Thursdays #dcth... I 
guess you are stoked on the "from XHTML mockup straight into CMS" feature =) -4:06 PM 

Aug 23rd, 2009 
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   DesignerFoo RT @tweet_feat: New Blog post Week 11 : Rob 
MacKay http://bit.ly/yzusv #Must #Tweeps #Recommendation #People 
#DCTH #Design -2:35 PM Aug 22nd, 2009 

   jasonatennui @DCTH I missed the message you sent yesterday. Sorry about that. 
How was #DCTH? -12:48 PM Aug 21st, 2009 

   altasp Special #followfriday love for a new friend who is coming into the design/
twitter world - show @joyayles some design community love! #dcth -10:57 AM Aug 21st, 2009 

   DCTH @beeveedee Oh as in a question for #dcth I am sorry I follow now. The 
session is on Thursday's I will add that to the question list 4 nxt wk -9:41 AM Aug 21st, 2009 
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